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a b s t r a c t 

Internet of Things (IoT) technology is starting to make an impact in a wide array of applications, including 

smart cities and industrial environments. Such real-world applications combine computation, communi- 

cation, sensing, and in some cases, actuation, to monitor and remotely control the environment. Data is 

at the core of such real-world IoT applications. Analysis, modeling, and reasoning of data are necessary 

to gain valuable insights. Application developers employ context-aware systems to translate the data into 

contextual information, which then allows the applications to act cognitively. Context sharing platforms 

offer a solution to distribute context information to those who may be interested in it, thus enabling 

context interoperability among different entities. This survey first examines the requirements for sharing 

context information. It then reviews the relevant literature for context sharing and classifies them based 

on their requirements and characteristics. Challenges and future directions are presented to encourage 

the development of context sharing platforms. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of networked embedded

evices equipped with a certain level of intelligence. The rapid

dvance in underlying technologies provides those heterogeneous

evices (e.g., smartphones, vehicles, wearable sensors, actuators)

ith data processing and networking capabilities. Such devices

orm IoT environments and becomes IoT smart devices [1] . The

oT encompasses many environments, such as smart home, con-

ected vehicles, smart grid, and smart cities. Gartner states that

he amount of IoT devices deployed will reach 20.4 billion by 2020

2] . From such predictions, it is clear that the IoT devices are ex-

ected to generate a large volume of data that will need proper

nterpretation, analysis, and processing [3] . 

Context-aware systems are deployed in IoT environments to

ense the operational surroundings and to provide a suitable re-

ponse to the user and the application [4] . These systems analyze

he data produced by the IoT devices, giving a high-level sense
∗ Corresponding author. 
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i.e., semantic meaning) and turning it into context information.

he context information is used to define the status of an environ-

ent. The environment typically comprised of users, an applica-

ion, a place, or a device [5] , who produce the context information.

he context information is mostly stored locally, not giving access

o third-parties. In particular, even the same context gathering sys-

ems deployed in different environments rarely share the informa-

ion [4,6] . However, the context sharing between deployments is

ne of the essential requirements for IoT since it allows systems

o understand context information across heterogeneous environ-

ents and applications. By sharing the context information among

ifferent systems, the developers can reuse it in multiple applica-

ions, which is expected to increase the return on investment while

ncreasing the utility [7] . Moreover, the context sharing feature is

onsidered a challenge in the context-awareness research field [4] . 

The IoT can have environments with devices, users, and applica-

ions from different application domains. These environments tend

o be heterogeneous, as each application can have different pur-

oses. A smart city is an example where it is possible to have sys-

ems for different domains, such as smart traffic, public services,

mart homes, and smart industries [13] . All these systems may

roduce different kinds of context information in different formats,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2019.106988
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2019.106988&domain=pdf
mailto:everton.matos@edu.pucrs.br
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Table 1 

Summary of Internet of Things and context-aware area surveys. 

Survey title Reference Year Summary 

The Internet of Things: A survey [8] 2010 Provides definitions of the Internet of Things 

computing paradigm, surveys its enabling 

technologies, and shows the benefits of the IoT 

implementation in different scenarios 

A Survey of Middleware for Internet 

of Things 

[9] 2011 Classifies and compares various IoT-middleware 

systems into different categories based on data 

interoperability, privacy and security issues, 

context-awareness, entities management, and 

scalability 

Context Aware Computing for The 

Internet of Things: A Survey 

[4] 2014 Provides an analysis of context-aware computing 

technologies and evaluates different context-aware 

systems 

Context-Awareness for Mobile 

Sensing: A Survey and Future 

Directions 

[10] 2016 Analyzes the existing context-aware mobile systems 

and how its implementation differs from the 

traditional context-aware systems 

Context-Aware Computing, Learning, 

and Big Data in Internet of Things: A 

Survey 

[11] 2018 Analyzes context-aware systems and how do they 

provide context information concerning different 

methods 

The MOM of context-aware systems: 

A survey 

[12] 2019 Compares several context-aware systems by its 

characteristics, and highlights their components 
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data types and specifications. The context sharing feature appears

as a possible solution to provide interoperability in this scenario. A

context sharing platform deployed in a smart city can understand

a context produced by one domain and share it with applications

in other domains [4,14] . It is also a context sharing platform’s re-

sponsibility to turn this context understandable for the destination

domain entity when necessary. For example, if an event is generat-

ing context information at the city (e.g., roadblock), thus changing

the environment, that context must be sent to who may be inter-

ested in it (e.g., citizen, public services), regardless of the applica-

tion domain. Therefore, actions can be triggered with that shared

context information (e.g., change route). 

The context sharing feature enables systems deployed in perva-

sive computational environments to have a common view of the

context information to facilitate interoperability [6] . Thus, context

sharing also helps in reducing the processing effort of those sys-

tems once they do not need to analyze and reason about the envi-

ronment for the context information [14] . 

There are many surveys focusing on the Internet of Things and

its applications and characteristics, among other topics. Table 1

summarizes some important surveys related to IoT in general and

context-awareness area. Some of the existing surveys cover the

context-aware systems, but there is no survey addressing the con-

text sharing or context interoperability issue. Atzori et al. [8] state

that interoperability is an issue in IoT environments. However,

their paper neither discusses context nor context interoperabil-

ity. Bandyopadhyay et al. [9] paper has the IoT-middleware and

its features as the central point of discussion. They did not men-

tion the provision of context interoperability for the analyzed IoT-

middleware systems. Perera et al. [4] and Yürür et al. [10] de-

fine context sharing as a challenge in the context-awareness area.

However, no further discussion on the state-of-the-art of context

sharing or details of how the systems should provide this feature

is made. Sezer et al. [11] state that the Web Ontology Language

(OWL) can handle the context interoperability issue. However, no

comparison was made regarding systems that provide context in-

teroperability or context sharing feature. Pradeep et al. [12] did not

present definitions on the context interoperability or context shar-

ing process, either systems classification on such features. Our sur-

vey focuses on the context sharing feature, which is a challenge in

context-awareness environments [4,10–12,14] . 

This paper focuses on context sharing platforms, which have

different characteristics. Such platforms are being deployed in var-

ious application scenarios. This survey discusses the features and
 c  
equirements of such platforms, named building blocks. It also

ompares the platforms through the building blocks, discusses how

hey meet the sharing requirements, and shows possible adapta-

ions alongside novel technologies to enhance the overall quality of

he context sharing platforms for IoT, thus enabling context inter-

perability. Also, to the best of our knowledge, the present survey

s the first in the field of context sharing platforms for IoT. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 in-

roduces the background concepts in context-awareness.

ection 3 presents details of the context sharing feature. We

ntroduce the building blocks of context sharing systems in

ection 4 and present how they are related. Then, Section 5 exten-

ively reviews the context sharing platforms, comparing them by

he building blocks. Next, Section 6 discusses the challenges and

ovel technologies in sharing platforms. Finally, we present the

onclusions in Section 7 . 

. Context-Awareness and IoT 

Context, sometimes referred as, context information, is com-

only represented semantically [15] . It is used to define the sta-

us of an environmental entity (e.g., person, place, application, or

omputing device), thus characterizing its situation [5,16] . Context

nformation is highly related to the information that is easily un-

erstandable by humans when reading it [4] . 

Abowd et al. have introduced a way to characterize the sit-

ation of the entities, that is used until these days by most of

ontext information management solutions [4,5] . It is based on

he “Five Ws” approach, which uses five questions: Who, Where,

hen, What, and Why. Those questions are made to build the con-

ext information. The question “Who” can characterize the identity

f the entity. By asking “Where” it is possible to discover the lo-

ation. The question “When” gives a notion of time. The “What”

an characterize an activity. Finally, by asking “Why,” it is possi-

le to determine the motivation. In light of this, the information

s expected to have at least one of the “Five Ws” within it to be

onsidered a context. 

Even with the well-known definitions of what is considered

ontext information, there is no standard format and represen-

ation for it [4,15,16] . Different researchers have identified differ-

nt ways to present context based on different approaches. Abowd

t al. introduced one of the most popular ways to define the con-

ext (i.e., the “Five Ws” approach) [5] . They defined two types of

ontext: primary and secondary. The primary context is identified
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Fig. 1. Example of a primary context, generated by a pacemaker device, of a patient 

having a heart attack in JSON format. 

Fig. 2. Example of a secondary context from a patient having a heart attack in JSON 

format. It represents a primary context enriched with a patient‘s phone information, 

thus creating a more complex context. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a FIWARE - Orion Context Broker context from a patient having 

a heart attack in JSON format. 
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s location, time, identity, and activity. Further, the secondary con-

ext can be achieved by using the primary context [4] . For exam-

le, when considering that the primary context is both the GPS

Global Positioning System) coordinates of a user’s device (e.g.,

martphone) and the time of the day, it is possible to achieve the

econdary context as being the events that may occur on that par-

icular area, or the traffic status. Fig. 1 shows an example of this

epresentation of a primary context, representing the data from a

atient’s pacemaker connected to the patient’s smartphone. Fig. 2

hows an example of the secondary context, which is the enriched

ocation information (e.g., city, zip code) that can be used to send

n alert to the Emergency Medical Services (EMS). 

The FIWARE introduced another example of a popular way

f representing context information, the Orion Context Broker 1 

roject. It organizes the context information more straightfor-

ardly by just defining one type of context, that encompasses both

rimary and secondary ones when compared with the Abowd et al.

epresentation [5] . Fig. 3 shows an example of FIWARE - Orion

ontext Broker context representation. 

Recently, Casadei et al. [17] stated that the context information

s a fundamental piece of the IoT environments. The authors clas-

ify the IoT environment in three main classes of entities: IoT En-

ity, IoT Environment, and IoT Service. The IoT Entity is any subject

hat either produces or consumes IoT Services. The IoT Environ-

ent is the physical place where the IoT Entities are deployed. IoT

ervices are the cyber-physical services provided by the IoT Enti-

ies. The context is stated as the dependencies between those three

lasses of entities. It can express implicit or explicit information re-

arding them. 

As shown in Figs. 1–3 , the context information tends to be pre-

ented in an easily understandable form for the final user, for ex-
1 https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/master/ . 

t  

v  

p  

p  
mple, in a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) or in an XML (Exten-

ible Markup Language) format. 

In this work, we define a formal way of representing con-

ext information, not considering the metadata format, but the

ontent that it should have. Let’s consider a set of Entities E =
 e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } and a set of Status S n = { s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m 

} . An entity e n
epresents a person, place, application, or computing device, and

as a set of Status S n composed of information that characterizes

he entity e n . A common way of characterizing an entity is by us-

ng the “Five Ws” approach [5] . Thus, a status s m 

should be rep-

esented by at least one of the “Five Ws” characterization about

he entity e n . Taking this into account, a context information is

efined as ci nm 

, where n is an entity id and m an information

d about an entity e n . A set of context information is denoted as

 = { ci nm 1 , ci nm 2 , . . . , ci nmk } . 
To provide context information, a system must follow some

teps. Perera et al. defined Acquisition, Modelling, Reasoning, and

istribution as the steps for a system to provide context infor-

ation, naming as context life-cycle [4] . The Acquisition refers to

ather the raw data from a sensor, database, or from the environ-

ent. The Modelling process adjusts the data in a specific format

o turn its input for the Reasoning step. There are many differ-

nt techniques for Modelling already surveyed in existing litera-

ure (e.g., key-value pairs, ontology, markup scheme) [18,19] . The

easoning process is the primary step in the context life-cycle. It

ransforms the information into a context, denoted as ci nm 

, turning

t understandable to the final users. The Reasoning, also called in-

erencing, may use different data enrichment techniques (e.g., busi-

ess rules, ontology, probabilistic, data fusion, aggregation). Perera

t al. detail the main Reasoning techniques and show in detail how

ach technique works. Distribution is a straightforward step [4] . It

s responsible for spreading the context information. Usually, it has

he option to distribute context by direct query or subscription. 

A system can be considered context-aware when it uses the

ontext obtained through the context life-cycle to provide useful

ervices/information to the user [5,20] . In this way, it is indis-

ensable to the IoT environments to have a context-aware system

ble to reason about the environment to provide such kind of ser-

ices/information. Thus, context-awareness is considered a must-

ave feature to IoT systems [15] . 

IoT environments may have different processing layers, includ-

ng Fog and Edge computing layers. Fog and Edge Computing are

rmly related concepts, but they are not the same [21–23] . Accord-

ng to the OpenFog Reference Architecture [21] , Fog computing ex-

ends Cloud computing into an intermediate layer close to IoT de-

ices and enables data processing across domains, while Edge com-

uting involves the control and management of a standalone end-

oint device individually within the Fog domain, typically within a

https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/master/
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Fig. 4. Overview of different layers present in IoT environments. 
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close proximity of the device [24] . It is prevalent in context-aware

IoT environments to produce the context information at the Edge

layer and enrich them in the Fog layer. It may happen because the

Fog layer may access data from other nodes, making it possible to

fuse different information. 

To avoid any possible misunderstanding about the concepts of

Fog and Edge, we adopt the definitions from the OpenFog project

and Morabito et al. for the contextualization of those concepts in

this work [21,22] . Thus, we can define three entities for IoT envi-

ronments: (i) edge devices, (ii) fog nodes, and (iii) cloud servers.

Fig. 4 illustrates these entities divided into layers. The edge de-

vices make part of the Edge layer; It is composed of different IoT

devices. These devices usually have sensors attached to it responsi-

ble for sensing the environment and for data generation. The edge

devices may also have the responsibility of data pre-processing and

sometimes local decision making. They are characterized by having

limited processing power and in some cases, limited energy sup-

ply (i.e., battery). Some examples of edge devices are IoT platforms

(e.g., Raspberry Pi, Arduino), sensors, actuators, smartphones. The

fog nodes make part of the Fog layer. They have the main func-

tion of processing data that could not be processed at the Edge

layer, which may occur due to the limited resource capacity of

the lower layer (i.e., Edge). Also, fog nodes may store edge devices

data. It is usual for the fog nodes to be placed physically close to

the edge devices (i.e., from the same room to the same city). Some

examples of fog nodes are small servers and personal computers.

Even a powerful edge device sometimes may be considered a fog

node (e.g., last generation smartphones/tablets connected to an en-

ergy supply). In the Edge-Fog approach, the cloud servers, placed

at the Cloud layer, work as information storage. They usually do

not process data, working as a larger database. The cloud servers

may store data (e.g., context information) from a few fog nodes

and several edge devices at the same time. 

The context information may vary depending on the producer.

It can vary in format, size, representation. Most of the context-

aware systems produce such kind of context information and use

it only locally for decision making or spread it directly to the final

user. However, there are some systems that could share context

information with whom may be interested. This process is called

context sharing and is one of the main challenges of the context-

awareness area [4,5,14] . 

3. Context sharing 

Before going into context sharing details, it is important to sep-

arate its definition from data interoperability, i.e., data sharing. Al-

though having a similar concept of delivering common understand-

ing information for two different entities, both data interoperabil-
ty and context sharing differ in some aspects. There are some data

nteroperability platforms for IoT already studied and developed by

he scientific community, such as FIESTA-IOT [25] , and IoT-A [26] .

heir main goal is to provide a way to make IoT device data inter-

perable between different applications and users. However, con-

ext sharing platforms may work with context, that can be consid-

red a more complex information [4] . 

Context information sharing needs a more careful process than

haring regular data. This data may be sensitive, making it essen-

ial to care about its security. For example, if an attacker gets reg-

lar data from a communication channel, it can be tough to un-

erstand the meaning of such data without the right context. Dif-

erently, the context information represents a specific event, many

imes in a semantic manner. Thus, it is much more understandable

or a possible attacker. Moreover, there are many different ways to

rovide context information [4,15] . In light of this, it is very com-

on that heterogeneous context information providers act in dif-

erent ways when generating context, varying in its format, length,

ata type, representation. Thus, these variations should be consid-

red when providing context sharing feature. Therefore, context

haring platforms tend to have an enormous effort in providing

ontext interoperability, many times by using different techniques

e.g., rules, ontology, decisions trees). 

As IoT has many heterogeneous environments with different de-

ices generating context information, it is essential to share con-

ext information between entities. More than helping in a common

nderstanding of the context information, the context sharing fea-

ure may also help in reducing the effort of the entities. The re-

eiving entity can get the context information without performing

he reasoning process, which is considered the most demanding

ardware operation in context life cycle [4] . 

The context sharing feature can be performed embedded in an

oT entity or by a third-party software. The software system that

erforms the context sharing feature can be called architecture,

latform, tool or mechanism. It will be called by platform through-

ut this paper. 

To make clear the organization of a context sharing platform,

ig. 5 shows how the context sharing feature can fit in an Internet

f Things environment (e.g., smart cities). It shows an example sce-

ario in which the context information generated in one domain

e.g., traffic) is shared with different domains (e.g., public services

nd citizens). The context can be produced with data from differ-

nt devices (e.g., monitoring camera, light pole) and it should be

nderstood by the destination domain and its devices (e.g., am-

ulances and traffic lights). In Fig. 5 , the context sharing feature

s provided by a context sharing platform. We use such platform

iew to represent a software system able to interconnect different

omains by sharing its context information. 

An event that can occur in a smart city generates context infor-

ation that is automatically shared by the context sharing plat-

orm to whom may be interested in it. The sharing process in-

ludes heterogeneous entities. Thus, the received context informa-

ion can be used in different kinds of processing. For example, the

ntities can process the received context, create a new context, and

hare it back with the platform. 

A context sharing platform may vary in its characteristics (i.e.,

eatures). For example, it can have decentralized or centralized

rocessing. Next section, explains in details the different features

i.e., the building blocks) that a platform must have to share con-

ext information. 

. Sharing building blocks 

It is well-known that IoT environments have complex applica-

ion scenarios. A context sharing platform must deal with these

cenarios by implementing some specific functions. These func-
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Fig. 5. Context sharing platform usability in a smart city application scenario. 

Fig. 6. The context sharing building blocks taxonomy. 
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ions are also called building blocks. In this survey, we have de-

ned the context sharing building blocks taking into account some

ast research in the context-awareness and context sharing ar-

as [4,27,28] . We used the following building blocks to compare

he different context sharing platforms: Modeling (M), Reasoning

R), Data Dissemination (D), Privacy (P), Interoperability (I), Con-

ext Processing (CP), Infrastructure Configuration and Management

ICM), Scalability and Real-time sharing (SRT), Availability (Av),

ommunication technologies (C), History (Hi), and Architectural

odel (Ar). 

The building blocks can categorized as: (i) Properties , and (ii)

rchitectural Components . The Properties refer to the ones mainly

elated to the software side of the context sharing platforms. The

rchitectural Components refers to the architectural decisions when

eploying a context sharing platform, mainly related to the hard-

are side (e.g., communication technologies, storage space, pro-

essing layers). We present the building blocks and its divisions

n a taxonomy view at Fig. 6 . Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6 , some

uilding blocks are strictly related to the context sharing character-

stics, which means the ones exclusively need in such processing.

n the other hand, some building blocks are related to regular IoT

haracteristics, which are common in IoT systems that do not nec-

ssarily originate from the context sharing feature. 

Fig. 7 shows all the different building blocks and how they fit

nd interact together in an Internet of Things Environment. It is

ommon sense that most of the building blocks are a responsibil-

ty of the Context Source entity that will share the context infor-

ation. However, it opens new possibilities when some building

locks are implemented by the Context Destination, that will re-

eive the context information. For example, if the Context Desti-
ation has a Reasoning (R) function, it can produce new context

nformation to perform a new task. 

The following paragraphs present the context sharing building

locks that a context sharing platform must have. In this sense,

his section defines these building blocks and the enabling tech-

ologies for each one, while Table 3 (see Section 5 ) makes a

omparison with many systems architectures through the defined

uilding blocks. 

.1. Properties 

.1.1. Modeling (M) 

The modeling is the first step for context standardization. It is

esponsible for converting the context into a predefined format.

he modeling process helps in a more straightforward interpreta-

ion of the context information. An efficient modeling process is

ssential for a context sharing platform. Researchers already sur-

eyed the most popular techniques for modeling context informa-

ion [4,29,30] . These surveys present the techniques and different

ays of implementation for each one. To choose for a specific mod-

ling technique will depend on the deployed site characteristics,

nce each technique may be suitable for a particular situation. A

iven system may employ one or more modeling technique. In

his survey, we classify the works by the following modeling tech-

iques: key-value modeling (Key), markup schemes (Mrk), text-

ased modeling (Tex), graphical modeling (Gra), object-oriented

odeling (Oob), logic-based modeling (Lob), and ontology-based

odeling (Onb). The symbol ( � ) is used to denote that the work

mploys the modeling feature, but it does not make clear the spe-

ific technique. 
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Fig. 7. The context sharing building blocks and its interaction. 
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4.1.2. Reasoning (R) 

It is defined as the process to obtain high-level information

from less enriched data, or even raw data. The reasoning process

uses the available context to produce a more useful one. The out-

come of the reasoning process could be semantic information, be-

ing easily understood by final users. Moreover, the reasoning also

is defined as the inference process [31] . In the scope of context

sharing, the reasoning is used to discover/infer the destination of

the context information for sharing. For example, this feature may

be used to discover that a context of a patient having a heart at-

tack must be sent to the Emergency Medical Services (e.g., ambu-

lances) of the city. Moreover, the reasoning can be also performed

by the entity that will receive the context in order to do a new

processing (e.g., decision making, inferencing). The most popular

reasoning techniques are surveyed in [4] . In this survey, we clas-

sify the works by the following reasoning techniques: supervised

learning (Sul), unsupervised learning (Unl), reinforcement learning

(Rel), rules (Rul), fuzzy logic (Fuz), ontology-based (Onb), and prob-

abilistic reasoning (Pro). The symbol ( � ) is used to denote that the

work employs the reasoning feature, but it does not make clear the

specific technique. 

4.1.3. Data dissemination (D) 

The context information is shared to who is interested in it.

Data dissemination is a fairly straightforward task. Each system has

a policy to disseminate the context information. There are only

two ways of data dissemination: static (Sta), and dynamic (Dyn).

In the static approach, there is a predefined list to whom the con-

text must be sent depending on the specific situation. On the other

hand, the dynamic approach needs a specific reasoning function to

define the exact destination of the context information. For exam-

ple, in the static approach, there will be a predefined list of the

city ambulances, while in the dynamic, a reasoning method will

find the nearest available ambulance. For both approaches, the dis-

semination may occur by groups, roles, or individually. 

4.1.4. Privacy (P) 

The context information includes private data in most situa-

tions such as location, activities, and preferences. Thus, privacy

is an important role. Different approaches can be used to ensure

privacy, such as authorization, access control policies, anonymiza-

tion, cryptography [32] . Concerning privacy protection, it is nec-

essary to specify what information may be disclosed, providing

means to trace and destroy the information, if necessary. The sym-

bol ( � ) is used to denote works that employ techniques to ensure

privacy. 
.1.5. Interoperability (I) 

Differently from the most context systems that comprise only

n application-specific system (i.e., a vertical domain), shared sys-

ems tend to be more heterogeneous. In the context sharing plat-

orms, the interoperability needs to appear in different ways, such

s in the context production, format, and interpretation. The inter-

perability requirement is related to the capability of the platform

o manage context information in different aspects, such as format,

ource, length, and representation. Currently, there is no standard

ontext notation format. Although there is a wide range of applica-

le context information, it is very difficult to make a one size fits

ll context format. The complete interoperability only will be pos-

ible by the combination of many other factors, such as modeling,

ata dissemination, communication services, among others. In this

urvey we categorize the works in two groups: full interoperabil-

ty (FuI), and partial interoperability (PaI). The full interoperability

orks try to address interoperability in different ways (e.g., data

ormat and communication technologies) and between heteroge-

eous entities. Partial interoperability works usually provide inter-

perability only in a predefined application domain or between en-

ities that may have similar characteristics to define the context. 

.1.6. Context processing (CP) 

Considering the development of the IoT and with the increas-

ng number of devices being connected to the Internet, it will not

e realistic for those requesting context information to enter an

P (Internet Protocol) address to a specific device. In this sense,

he context sharing platform must have the smart capacity to ob-

ain, produce, and share context information from a highier-level

equest. This feature is similar to the device discovery service al-

eady present in IoT environments [33] . In this survey, we classify

he works by the following context processing techniques: search-

ng (S), filtering (F), and aggregation (A). The symbol ( � ) is used to

enote that the work employs the context processing feature, but

t does not make clear the specific technique. 

.1.7. Infrastructure configuration and management (ICM) 

In an IoT environment, many different devices can connect to

he network. It is essential to the context sharing platforms to pro-

ide ways for the new devices/applications to connect with the

haring infrastructure. The infrastructure configuration and man-

gement feature must facilitate the connection to the sharing plat-

orm to different kinds of devices and applications. Besides, to al-

ow the sharing of information, context sharing platforms must be

esponsible for managing the connected ones in order to know a

ossible source and destination for context information. The sym-

ol ( � ) is used to denote that the work employs techniques to pro-

ide the infrastructure configuration and management feature. 
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.1.8. Scalability and real-time sharing (SRT) 

In IoT environments, with many requests happening at the

ame time, enormous quantities of data/context information need

roper processing with acceptable execution time. Moreover, this

lso reverberates to massive communication efforts. Taking into ac-

ount this concept, the context sharing process must minimize the

rocessing and the communication overhead in the sharing plat-

orms. The symbol ( � ) is used to denote that scalability and real-

ime sharing functionality is employed by the analyzed works in

ome perspective. 

.1.9. Availability (Av) 

As the context information can be produced every time that the

oT devices generate new data, the context sharing process may

appen anytime in such dynamic IoT environments. Context shar-

ng platforms must be always available for a possible sharing. In

his sense, sharing platforms may run the sharing process automat-

cally (Aut), that is, the sharing should occur without the need for

etting up the system, and it will happen as soon as new context

nformation is produced and defined as shareable. On the other

and, the sharing process may need to be triggered (Tri), that is,

t will require some setup or modification in the system to start

he sharing process. 

.2. Architectural components 

.2.1. Communication technologies (C) 

The context sharing platform is an entity of the IoT environ-

ent. In this sense, it must be able to communicate with many

ther entities. This communication may happen to gather specific

ata, or, in most cases, to share the context information. This topic

s not directly related to the context sharing process, but the com-

unication services feature refers to which network technologies

he system supports, that is essential for the communication be-

ween the entities. The systems may offer local communication

Loc) (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, NFC), external communication (Ext)

e.g., 3G, 4G, LTE), or both (LE). Moreover, network layer proto-

ol aspects and messaging paradigms are also crucial for commu-

ication technologies in such systems. These kinds of communi-

ation technologies help to provide interoperability by their dif-

erent ways of implementation. Some examples are Web services

e.g., REST, SOAP), socket and WebSockets. These kinds of technolo-

ies are well-known device-agnostic standards for communication

34,35] . Thus, the work is considered attending the network layer

ommunication criteria (NeC) if it mentions the use of such kinds

f technologies. 

.2.2. History (Hi) 

The shared context information may be stored in the context

haring platforms. It can be useful for probabilistic reasoning or

o access the last record of some information. Also, the history

an help in the real-time processing, when it is updated in stor-

ge. Context information may be stored locally or in the cloud. The

ymbol ( � ) is used to denote that the work employs techniques to

rovide the history feature. 

.2.3. Architectural model (Ar) 

The approach for the architectural perspective of context shar-

ng platforms may vary depending on the application domain

haracteristics. There is a wide range of applicable perspective

f systems architecture. However, considering the IoT environ-

ents, some architectures are more suitable than others. There

re three main architectures for sharing platforms appropriate for

oT environments: cloud-based (Clo), centralized-edge (Cen), and

ecentralized-edge (Dec). In the cloud-based, the most processor
emanding computation is executed in the cloud. It has a signifi-

ant dependency on the network. The centralized-edge brings the

omputation near to the IoT devices, but still has a central point of

omputation, even to store information. It works based on groups.

inally, in the decentralized-edge, the computation is divided into

evices. It may lack in some features, once the device may be lim-

ted in some ways, like processing power and storage capability.

n the other hand, some systems do not follow a specific archi-

ectural perspective and can adapt (Adp) itself depending on the

nvironment. 

. Context sharing platforms 

There are already available systems/platforms that support data

rocessing, data enrichment, and data sharing. Moreover, some

ystems/platforms perform the sharing of more complex informa-

ion than raw data, thus having the context sharing feature (see

ection 3 ). In this Section, we analyze different works focused on

haring their contexts in different ways. We select the analyzed

orks by its capability to provide or facilitate the context sharing

n some way. Moreover, we based our selection on the works that

ould address an IoT environment application. Some works talk di-

ectly about IoT, while others talk about pervasive/ubiquitous com-

uting application scenarios. 

We analyze the systems based on the requirements presented

reviously (see Section 4 ), which are essential to provide a Con-

ext Sharing Architecture. Table 2 summarizes all the aforemen-

ioned sharing building blocks and its abbreviations, helping in un-

erstanding the Table 3 , which presents all the analyzed works. 

To provide a fair comparison between the works, they were cat-

gorized and grouped in two categories: (i) Model, and (ii) Mid-

leware. The Models are lightweight approaches that has the goal

f facilitate and assist in the context information sharing process

e.g., ontologies, Bluetooth-based systems, models for formalizing

ontext information). The Models can act in classifying context in-

ormation to model it, making easy the context interoperability.

lso, some Models may serve as a broker, in which context can

e posted and queried. Many times, Models may react to a de-

ermined event (e.g., generated context information) or situation

e.g., proximity to an entity) triggering the sharing process. On the

ther hand, a Middleware is a platform that provides diverse kinds

f services, and has different methods to manage data [32] . The

iddleware matches with the definition of a PaaS (Platform as a

ervice) [36] , offering a platform that users can deploy different

ervices, including the context sharing functionality. 

The Models can be considered a more straightforward category

or context sharing, offering only that feature or facilitating it in

ome way. The Middleware are more robust platforms that usually

rovide context sharing as an option and different features (e.g.,

ata storage, device interconnection) as main goal. Both categories,

odel and Middleware, are suitable for deployment in IoT environ-

ents. Even though, by its characteristics, Models are more suit-

ble for lightweight environments and Middleware for those with

ore resource (e.g., processing power, memory). However, it is a

ommon characteristic of both Models and Middleware to provide

 stream processing of data (i.e., context information). The stream

appens because the context is always changing (especially in IoT),

nd it is essential to share the different context when the events

ccur to keep the environment updated. Some approaches may

eed a previous connection and others stream context automati-

ally. Moreover, some works also provide a batch processing. 

We selected different works to compare. We tried to analyze

orks that differ in scale. We analyze works from small-scale to

arge-scale projects. Moreover, we tried to analyze both well es-

ablished works as well as new projects available in the past few

ears. We also look to compare works in different categories (i.e.
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Table 2 

Summary of context sharing building blocks. 

Context sharing building blocks Possibilities 

Modeling (M) Key-value modeling (Key), markup schemes (Mrk), text-based 

modeling (Tex), graphical modeling (Gra), object-oriented 

modeling (Oob), logic-based modeling (Lob), ontology-based 

modeling (Onb). ( � ) it is employed, but no specific technique is 

detailed 

Reasoning (R) Supervised learning (Sul), unsupervised learning (Unl), 

reinforcement learning (Rel), rules (Rul), fuzzy logic (Fuz), 

ontology-based (Onb), probabilistic reasoning (Pro). ( � ) it is 

employed, but no specific technique is detailed 

Data dissemination (D) Static (Sta), dynamic (Dyn) 

Privacy (P) ( � ) it employs privacy techniques 

Interoperability (I) Full interoperability (FuI), partial interoperability (PaI) 

Context processing (CP) Searching (S), filtering (F), and aggregation (A). ( � ) it is 

employed, but no specific technique is detailed 

Infrastructure configuration and management (ICM) ( � ) it employs infrastructure configuration and management 

techniques 

Scalability and real-time sharing (SRT) ( � ) it employs scalability and real-time sharing techniques 

Availability (Av) Automatically (Aut), Triggered (Tri) 

Communication technologies (C) Local communication (Loc), external communication (Ext), local 

and external (LE), network layer communication (NeC) 

History (Hi) ( � ) it employs history techniques 

Architectural model (Ar) Cloud-based (Clo), centralized-edge (Cen), decentralized-edge 

(Dec), adapt (Adp) 

Table 3 

Evaluation of surveyed works. 

Sharing Ref Year Category Properties Architectural components 

Platforms (M) (R) (D) (P) (I) (CP) (ICM) (SRT) (Av) (C) (Hi) (Ar) 

CONON [6] 2004 Model Onb Rul, Onb Dyn – FuI � � — Aut — — Adp 

ACC [37] 2004 Model Oob, Lob Onb Sta � PaI � � — Tri — — Adp 

DJess [38] 2005 Model Tex Rul Sta � PaI — � � Tri Ext, NeC � Adp 

CoSM [39] 2009 Model Onb Onb Dyn — FuI — � — Aut — — Clo 

M3 [40] 2014 Model Onb Rul, Onb Dyn — PaI S � — Tri — — Adp 

CS-Sharing [41] 2016 Model Key Rul Dyn — PaI A � � Aut Loc, NeC � Dec 

Bluewave [42] 2016 Model Tex Rul Sta � PaI — � � Aut LE, NeC � Cen 

PSW [43] 2017 Model Onb Rul, Onb Dyn — FuI — � � Aut LE, NeC — Adp 

LiO-IoT [44] 2018 Model Onb Onb Dyn — FuI — � � Tri — — Adp 

SCS [45] 2019 Model — Rel Dyn — FuI — � � Aut NeC — Dec 

SE-TSDB [46] 2019 Model Onb Rul, Onb Dyn � FuI F,A � — Tri — � Adp 

FRASCS [47] 2008 Middleware Key, Mrk Rul Dyn — FuI A � — Aut — � Clo 

SharedLife [48] 2009 Middleware Onb Rul, Onb Dyn � FuI � � — Aut — � Adp 

ConCon [49] 2014 Middleware Key Onb Sta — PaI F � � Tri LE, NeC — Cen 

Grapevine [50] 2015 Middleware Key, Tex Pro Dyn — FuI F � � Aut — — Cen 

HEAL [51] 2015 Middleware Key Pro Dyn — PaI A � — Tri Ext, NeC � Clo 

Magpie [52] 2015 Middleware � � Dyn � FuI � � — Tri LE, NeC — Dec 

OIoT [53] 2015 Middleware � Rul Dyn — FuI A � — Aut LE, NeC — Adp 

RCOS [54] 2016 Middleware Onb Onb Dyn — FuI � � � Aut Ext, NeC � Cen 

Chitchat [55] 2016 Middleware Key, Tex Pro Dyn — FuI — � � Aut LE, NeC � Adp 

C2IoT [56] 2017 Middleware � � Dyn — FuI F,A � — Aut NeC � Clo 

BigClue [57] 2018 Middleware � Pro Dyn — FuI — � � Aut Ext, NeC � Cen 

CoaaS [58] 2018 Middleware � Rul, Pro Dyn � FuI A � � Tri NeC � Clo 

SCENTS [59] 2019 Middleware � Rul Dyn — FuI — � — Aut LE, NeC � Cen 
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Model, and Middleware) which have different ways to provide con-

text sharing. We detail the analyzed works in Sections 5.1 and

5.2 . Section 5.3 discusses how the works provide context sharing.

Moreover, we discuss the International Effort s in context sharing in

Section 5.4 . By covering the vast heterogeneity of context sharing

works, we provide a large vision of the area. 

In Table 3 , we make use of the dash (—) symbol when the work

does not provide the specific feature, or it is not mentioned in the

available publications. Next, we present the definitions of analyzed

platforms. 

5.1. Context sharing models 

5.1.1. CONON 

It is an OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontology to model con-

text information in ubiquitous environments. Besides the model-
ng, as being an ontology, CONON also facilitates the logic-based

nferencing process [6] . CONON provides a flexible architecture,

nce it has a general ontology for modeling broader context con-

epts and also enables the coupling with other ontologies in a hier-

rchical manner. The coupled ontologies could be from any specific

omain. To CONON, the context information of different domains

hares common definitions and concepts. Thus, it uses a generic

ntology to model these general concepts, while domain-specific

ntologies deal with fine-grain context information. 

.1.2. ACC 

Agent Coordination Context (ACC) works to model the applica-

ion environment context and the interaction among agents and

he environment in Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) [37] . ACC provides

ools to organize the access to the shared information (i.e., con-

ext). It organizes the shared information into “spaces” and regu-
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t  
ates the access control in a role-based policy. Thus, ACC has two

ain functions: (i) it works to model the application environment

haracteristics to enable context sharing, and consecutively (ii) by

reating sharing “spaces” for interaction considering the environ-

ent characteristics. In this sense, the ACC can be suitably under-

tood as an infrastructural abstraction. 

.1.3. DJess 

It is a Java package that works in a distributed way and pro-

ides an infrastructure for context sharing between entities using

t [38] . Only middleware that was implemented using Jess [60] for

he inferencing/reasoning process can run DJess. Different nodes

sing DJess can communicate to have a common understanding of

he context. DJess creates an abstraction of a single view of the ap-

lication environment for the distributed systems running it. Thus,

ven if the systems were placed in different sites, they will share

ontext as if it were in the same local domain. 

.1.4. CoSM 

The Context Sharing Message Broker (CoSM) can model the

ontext in a standard way to enable the context sharing process

39] . CoSM helps in facilitating the common understanding of con-

ext between different applications even in dynamic environments.

pplications can agree in defining a context model to share context

nformation. CoSM’s context model intermediates the context shar-

ng processing by providing a common interface for a mutual un-

erstanding of different context information. The applications com-

unicate with CoSM to send context information, then CoSM man-

ges it and delivers the context to interested entities/applications

ased on the defined context model. CoSM acts as a plug-in to the

pplication, making it an independent tool and not modifying the

pplications that use it. 

.1.5. M3 

The Machine-to-Machine Measurement (M3) is an approach

hat includes an ontology, a hub, and semantic domain rules, that

an combine, and reason about IoT devices data that follow the

2M (Machine-to-Machine) standard [40] . The authors have pro-

osed a semantic-based M2M architecture that is used as basis for

3 [61] . The M3 ontology main goal is to classify and unify the

eterogeneous data sensed by devices running at the M2M stan-

ard. It is an extension of the Semantic Sensor Network ontology

SSN) 2 , thus making easy the reuse of common concepts as ap-

ears on the M2M standard. The authors claim that the M3 on-

ology is able to describe more than 30 sensor types (e.g., ther-

ometer, accelerometer) from different domains (e.g., agriculture,

ealth). 

.1.6. CS-Sharing 

It is a compressive sensing (CS) based scheme technique to pro-

ide context sharing in a decentralized way for vehicular networks.

S techniques enable the search for context information with ba-

ic queries [41] . The vehicles monitor the road conditions to ac-

uire context and then share it using CS-Sharing. The vehicles store

ontext locally. To avoid possible network overheads, CS-Sharing

ffers aggregation operations in the stored vehicle context before

he sharing process. Thus, each vehicle can get context informa-

ion about the road condition from a focused aggregated message

hat is broadcast by vehicles. 

.1.7. Bluewave 

It is defined as a Bluetooth-based technique that makes possi-

le nearby mobile devices to share their context [42] . In Bluewave,
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/ . 
he context information first needs to be uploaded to a server for

nabling the context sharing, characterizing it as a centralized ap-

roach for storing but an edge in processing. For an accurate con-

ext sharing process, it also needs to set a sharing URL for each

evice and broadcast it, along with a temporary credential, to the

evices in a 30 feet radius. Bluewave has two main components: (i)

lient, and (ii) context broker. The client component is embedded

nto mobile devices and has the functions of upload the context in-

ormation to a server, and discover new devices by proximity. The

ontext broker component runs in a web server and has the re-

ponsibilities to store context and to share it with the authorized

lients (i.e., nearby mobile devices). 

.1.8. PSW 

The Physical Semantic Web (PSW) is a framework that makes

se of Semantic Web technologies to knowledge discovery and

haring in IoT scenarios [43] . PSW has four components: (i)

achine-understandable standard languages, (ii) objects exposing 

emantic annotations, (iii) knowledge discovery and sharing, and

iv) semantic matchmaking. The machine-understandable standard 

anguages main goal is to provide a common language for a uni-

orm communication. It uses an ontology for this goal. The objects

xposing semantic annotations component is responsible for ex-

osing the context information for sharing, and also to update this

nformation when needed. The knowledge discovery and sharing

omponents are responsible for discovering the neighbor devices

ith corresponding semantic annotations as the request. Finally,

he semantic matchmaking component main goal is to make a rig-

rous semantic matching to rank the resources with the request by

elevance. 

.1.9. LiO-IoT 

The Light-weight Ontology (LiO-IoT) tackles a challenge in IoT

ntologies spectrum by considering sensors, actuators, and RFID as

oT concepts [44] . It uses concepts from both SSN and IoT-Lite 3 on-

ologies to help in the provision of semantic interoperability. The

uthors have evaluated the LiO-IoT ontology through experiments

o verify the round trip time of a query. They have compared LiO-

oT with both IoT-Lite and SSN. The results have shown that it has

 similar response time when compared with IoT-Lite and a bet-

er performance when compared with SSN. However, it is valid to

ention that SSN is a massive ontology that covers different IoT

ensors [62] . 

.1.10. SCS 

The Smart Context Sharing (SCS) is an algorithm designed for

acilitate context sharing among Fog nodes [45] . It focuses on shar-

ng context information of different Fog nodes deployed on differ-

nt IoT domains (e.g., smart agriculture, smart health, smart traf-

c). It considers a scenario of connected Fog nodes, in which one of

he nodes may broadcast a message looking for a specific context.

he Fog node with the wanted context information will respond

o the broadcast message. SCS also has a load balancing algorithm

hat uses reinforcement learning techniques to predict the suitable

ode to migrate context information when sharing. 

.1.11. SE-TSDB 

Semantic-Enhanced Time Series Databases (SE-TSDB) is a tool

uite that helps in the data management for IoT [46] . It can work

ither on the Cloud, Fog, or Edge architectural approach. The au-

hors have developed the DS-Ontology as the main part of the

E-TSDB tool. The DS-Ontology works as a semantic model for

he specification of data streams from IoT devices. In light of this,
3 https://www.w3.org/Submission/2015/SUBM- iot- lite- 20151126/ . 

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
https://www.w3.org/Submission/2015/SUBM-iot-lite-20151126/
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the SE-TSDB is the DS-Ontology applied to Time Series Databases

(TSDB), as the traditional TSDBs process data streams, but they

do not offer sufficient semantic processing as needed in hetero-

geneous IoT environments. On SE-TSDB, the similarity matching,

and reasoning processing happens with the DS-Ontology alongside

with pre-defined domain-specific rules. 

5.2. Context sharing middleware 

5.2.1. FRASCS 

The Framework Supporting Context Sharing (FRASCS) [47] en-

ables entities to store and/or receive context information. The en-

tities communicate directly with the FRASCS infrastructure. FRASCS

has a Context Pool Manager (CPM) model responsible for receiving

sensors connection and their raw data. It can deal with both phys-

ical (e.g., physical devices, hardware) and virtual (e.g., events from

a software system) sensors. FRASCS also has the functionality of

claim for context information directly from the context-aware ap-

plications when an entity requires it. 

5.2.2. SharedLife 

It is defined as a framework to share information (i.e., con-

text) of the users between different applications and/or other users

[48] . SharedLife acquires the context from various sources related

to a user and stores it in a set of knowledge about the specific

user. SharedLife also allows the searching for context information

about a particular user, taking care of the privacy defined for each

user/information. SharedLife shares the data itself and also a meta-

information regarding the data, such as information about poten-

tial partners for future sharing. SharedLife works in an event-based

manner to describe the sharing interactions and the relationships

between entities and the environment. The events can be stored to

serve as a possible recommendation for future context sharing by

the entities connected to SharedLife. 

5.2.3. ConCon 

It is a middleware system that offers the context-aware fea-

ture in its architecture. ConCon [49] works based on the pub-

lish/subscribe pattern, enabling different entities to subscribe for

specific context information. The entities connected to ConCon

can act by producing and/or consuming the data (i.e., context). It

can be embedded in everyday devices, such as smartphones. Con-

Con defines structures of similarity related to the context. Thus,

the context information is matched semantically, avoiding possible

data duplication. ConCon has two policies to manage context in-

formation: (i) time-sensitive, and (ii) quality measure. In the time-

sensitive policy (i), the context to be shared receives a prefixed

lifetime. Thus, the old context may lose its relevance. In the qual-

ity measure policy (ii), the context information is used to im-

prove the quality of entities interactions, one time that a high-

quality provider produces more relevant context (i.e., that is widely

shared). 

5.2.4. Grapevine 

It is a framework that works for context sharing in specific net-

works (i.e., connected peer devices) [50] . Grapevine is designed to

work with pervasive devices. It forms groups of devices to perform

context sharing. The situation of the entities (i.e., context) is the

primary factor for the creation of the sharing groups. Grapevine

uses conditions that define whether the entity context sharing oc-

curs and how widely (i.e., for which groups) the context will be

shared. Grapevine works to reduce the communication overhead

in the context sharing process. As it works with pervasive devices

that may have resource-constrained restrictions, a lightweight data

structure models the context information. 
.2.5. HEAL 

The Healthcare Event Aggregation Lab (HEAL) is a middleware

latform focused in smart healthcare environments [51] . It works

n a cloud-based approach and allows different entities to connect

o it by using REST web service and SPARQL endpoints. The sensors

an connect to HEAL to provide context information. On the other

ide, smart healthcare applications will take benefit of the sensors

ata. HEAL detects similarity between sensors data, thus provid-

ng a filtered data to the applications. The context sharing occurs

hen HEAL acts as providing interoperability different platforms.

t enables the provision of services based on context to heteroge-

eous applications as third-party systems and developers tools. 

.2.6. Magpie 

It is an approach in which context sharing is provided by op-

ortunistically connections between entities [52] . Magpie works

n pervasive computing environments, sharing context informa-

ion of mobile and heterogeneous devices. Magpie connects de-

ices through an opportunistic mobile network. It has policies to

oncern about the privacy-preserving in devices connections. Mag-

ie allows the entities connected to it for sharing several types of

ontext with different applications/users. The event of sharing con-

ext can also generate a log for future trust agreement between the

ntities. Magpie provides tools to enable an “useful sharing”, that

voids the sharing of all the context information produced by the

ntity, making that sharing process to occur with only the useful

ontext information. Both Magpie and the entities that send or re-

eive context information can define a context as useful. 

.2.7. OIoT 

Opportunistic IoT Platform (OIoT) is a software infrastructure

hich helps developers in providing data (i.e., context) sharing by

he creation of opportunistic IoT devices groups [53] . OIoT adopts

 form of mobile ad hoc network concept defined as Opportunis-

ic Mobile Social Networks. It exploits the characteristics of human

ocial interactions (e.g., daily activities, mobility patterns, and in-

erests) to route messages and to share data. In such networks, the

ommunication between mobile devices happens by dynamic (i.e.,

n-the-fly) social networks. 

.2.8. RCOS 

Real Time Context Sharing (RCOS) is a publish/subscribe system

hat provides context-awareness features [54] . RCOS provides sub-

cribe services to the entities connected to it. RCOS makes possi-

le the creation of a subscription about a specific context. Thus,

COS notifies the subscribed entities when it has new information

osted. The devices can connect to RCOS through a REST interface

o send their context. RCOS has functions to enable a contextual

emantic matching based on the context information generated by

he devices. One example of the semantic match is to relate two

ontexts by proximity based on the GPS coordinates. RCOS also acts

ike a plugin, being connected to preexisting publish/subscribe sys-

ems. Thus, the preexisting system can take benefit of the context-

ware features and maintain a context history. 

.2.9. Chitchat 

It is considered a pool of context information. Chitchat takes

dvantage of the devices communication by the network and in-

erencing capabilities to provide different views and access to

he context information [55] . The entities (e.g., devices, applica-

ions) can connect to Chitchat through an Application Program-

ing Interface (API) to specify its filters (i.e., when to receive con-

ext). Chitchat introduces probabilistic data structures based on a

loomier filter [63] . Chitchat introduces two Bloomier filter based

tructures to further reduce a context information size and add the

bility to update the structure on-the-fly. The first one claims to
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educe the size of the structure without impacting the false posi-

ive rate. The second one claims to guarantee a zero false positive

ate under certain conditions and adds the ability to update con-

ext values in an already constructed context information. 

.2.10. C2IoT 

It is a cloud-based framework for providing context-aware ser-

ices on Internet of Things environments. The main application

cenario of C2IoT are smart cities [56] . It provides a three layer in-

rastructure for such kind of context-aware services provision: SaaS

Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and IaaS (In-

rastructure as a Service). The authors claim that with those three

ayers, it is possible to reach the necessary flexibility and effective-

ess that smart city scenarios require. Thus, dealing with the com-

on challenges of those environments, including context informa-

ion interoperability. On C2IoT, each layer has a specific function:

aaS - Result Visualization, PaaS - Data Management, and IaaS -

ata Collection. 

.2.11. BigClue 

BigClue is a data processing platform that integrates existing

rameworks on its architecture with the primary goal of provid-

ng a cross-domain data layer for IoT environments [57] . It has five

ain layers on its architecture: Processing, Messaging, Storage, Ser-

ice registry, and Visualization. For the implementation of those

ayers, BigClue uses the following techniques: Apache Spark for the

rocessing layer, Apache Kafka for Messaging, Apache Hbase for

torage, and HashiCorp Consul for Service registry. They also use

adoop Distributed File System for the underlying file system. Fi-

ally, BigClue has RESTful exposed APIs for communication, thus

elping on the interoperability. 

.2.12. CoaaS 

Context-as-a-Service (CoaaS) is a platform able to exchange

ontext information in IoT environments [58] . It shares context in-

ormation from different context providers to context consumers.

owever, it does not have effort s in providing the context in a se-

antically interoperable way. It has four main components: Secu-

ity and Communication Manager, Context Query Engine, Context

torage Management System, and Context Reasoning Engine. The

ecurity and Communication Manager handles the incoming con-

ext and distributes it to the destination in a private way. The Con-

ext Query Engine component is responsible to manage the queries

or context. The Context Storage Management System maintains a

ache with past context information to provide a better response

ime. Finally, the Context Reasoning Engine component infers new

nformation (i.e., context) from raw data. 

.2.13. SCENTS 

Sensing Collaboratively in Everyday Networks (SCENTS) is a

ramework that supports context sharing by proximity for het-

rogeneous IoT devices [59] . One of the SCENTS’ motivation is

he premise that nearby devices tend to have similar values for

ontext information, thus being interested in the nearby context

y its geolocation. On an architecture view, SCENTS framework

its between the hardware layer and the application layer. It has

wo main components: Neighborhood Agent and the Collaboration

gent. The main function of the Neighborhood Agent is to continu-

usly detects whenever a node (i.e., neighborhood device) is arriv-

ng or leaving the network. The Collaboration Agent manages the

ueries looking for context, process it, and delivers the right data

i.e., context information) to the applications. 

.3. Summary of sharing platforms 

All the analyzed platforms have a common goal, which is to

hare context information between entities. However, each plat-
orm has its own peculiarities. They may differ in various aspects

nd even provide shared context information as well. Table 3 sums

p all the analyzed platforms and shows the differences between

hem regarding the context sharing building blocks defined in

ection 4 . Next, we present how the analyzed platforms address

he building blocks described previously. For each feature, we fo-

used on platforms that discuss it in detail in the literature. 

As presented in Table 3 , the ontology-based (Onb) appears as

he most used technique for the modeling (M) feature. It is con-

idered a trend on the IoT to use ontologies. It can increase the

nteroperability feature of the platform [4] . Both CONON and RCOS

se various ontologies for the semantically represent the context

nformation. The use of different ontologies makes easier the inte-

ration with other semantic applications, as well with web appli-

ations. M3 and LiO-IoT extract some definitions from traditional

ntologies, as SSN, on its approaches, helping on the interoperabil-

ty with already deployed devices/entities. However, in some ap-

lication scenarios, context systems may need a more complex ap-

roach. In this sense, FRASCS stands out by combining two tech-

iques. FRASCS uses the key-value technique to model the infor-

ation detected by the sensors (i.e., raw data), which can be con-

idered low-level context information. On the other hand, it uses

he markup scheme model (Mrk) technique to model the infor-

ation from the context-aware applications connected to it. The

arkup scheme model technique is used in this case as it offers

 more flexible structure than key-value pairs. Another technique

sed by many platforms is the key-value modeling (Key). It is a

echnique of simple implementation and gives a unique key for

ach context information. Key-value is also a lightweight approach

or context information modeling. 

As in the modeling of context information, the ontologies ap-

ears as one of the most important techniques for the reasoning (R)

eature. The reasoning by ontologies (Onb) is facilitated when the

latform also models context by ontologies. One example of work

hat uses ontologies for both modeling and reasoning is CoSM.

t makes possible that the reasoning agents can access the mod-

led context to understand the context of the environment. On the

ther hand, ontologies may be considered heavy for some applica-

ion scenarios since IoT environments could be restricted in pro-

essing capabilities. In this sense, SharedLife proposes a hybrid ap-

roach by using ontologies together with rules (Rul), which is a

ightweight technique. SharedLife allows the definition of rules for

utomatic sharing of predefined context. It also uses ontologies to

he creation of a unified user profile representation, making possi-

le that different user profiles to being classified by similar charac-

eristics. DJess uses a Java-based rule engine in the reasoning pro-

ess. It makes possible the creation of declarative rules for reason-

ng in Java-based applications. Rules are the most popular reason-

ng technique of the analyzed platforms because of their suitability

or resource-constrained environments. In some platforms, it may

ppear as Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. 

The data dissemination (D) process is fundamental for the de-

ivery of context information to whom needs it. The majority of

he analyzed platforms makes the data dissemination in a dynamic

Dyn) way. It is the most suitable way for sharing context informa-

ion since it enables sharing accordingly to the characteristics of

he environment. For example, an offline or not apt entity will not

eceive context. CS-Sharing, OIoT, and SCENTS use the concept of

pportunistic Meeting to share context information. It defines that

ntities can share context information when they are physically

ear each other, in a dynamic way. 

Just a few of the analyzed platforms provide the Privacy (P) fea-

ure. Although crucial in IoT environments, most of the platforms

o not mention privacy effort s on their architectures. However,

CC provides access control to environment resources while DJess

rovides privacy-preserving options in the registering process of
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the entities connected to it. Bluewave concerns about the privacy

at the communication protocol level, which can reach a certain

level of confidentiality, and Magpie provides privacy-preserving op-

tions to devices related to the provided context information so that

the context sharing does not breach user privacy. In SharedLife,

the context information repository is separated into different lev-

els with access control. SE-TSDB makes use of the Time Series

Databases (TSDB) that can include policies to secure the stored in-

formation. 

As we can see in Table 3 , most of the analyzed platforms with

context sharing feature address interoperability (I) in a full (FuI)

way. It is an expected result, as providing interoperability is crucial

for a context sharing process involving different entities. CONON

and PSW are examples of platforms that use ontologies for a com-

mon understanding of a set of concepts regarding context informa-

tion by the entities interacting through them. The use of ontologies

is one of the most effective ways to reach full interoperability be-

cause it is developed to work with different situations (i.e., inputs).

ConCon uses the WordNet [64] tool, that is very useful in achiev-

ing interoperability. WordNet is an extensive lexical database of

English. It groups a vast set of words, that include verbs, nouns,

adjectives, and adverbs, into logical synonyms. With the use of

WordNet, it is possible to discover a correlation between two (or

more) different words. For instance, with the input of the words

cold, icy , and freezing , WordNet can infer that they may converge

in the meaning of low temperature . It is very useful in heteroge-

neous IoT environments, which have many devices with different

specifications. The partial (PaI) interoperability addressed by some

platforms means that the interoperability is present only on a spe-

cific set of entities or in a limited local way. They fail to reach the

desired interoperability for context sharing in IoT environments. 

Context processing (CP) is addressed by most of the analyzed

platforms. ACC executes operations (e.g., modification) in sets of

context information. CS-Sharing, HEAL, OIoT, FRASCS, and CoaaS

use aggregation (A) techniques. Also, one of CS-Sharing key issues

is to aggregate messages to reduce the network overhead and mes-

sage size in resource-constrained vehicle networks. The filtering (F)

technique is addressed by Grapevine, and ConCon. Grapevine filters

information based on his contextual social properties (i.e., users,

their characteristics, preferences, and the correlation with the en-

vironment) and only display the context information that matches

with the filter. M3 is the only analyzed platform that provides the

searching (S) feature. It uses Sindice 4 as a search engine. SE-TSDB

and C2IoT stands out by providing both filtering and aggregation

context processing features. C2IoT provides those functions at the

Data Collection layer, near to the devices. 

We observed that infrastructure configuration and management

(ICM) is the most addressed feature by the analyzed platforms.

This is expected, once the platform must accept the connection of

entities to share context information. ACC proposes an approach

in which an agent tries to join in the organization and the re-

quest can be refused or accepted. Chitchat is focused on provid-

ing the entry of devices to the device-to-device (D2D) network to

share context. CONON provides a model that a specific ontology

can be registered to the main ontology. Bluewave, CS-Sharing, and

Grapevine use proximity to form temporary groups. 

Scalability and real-time sharing (SRT) are not only linked to the

performance of platforms and the time taken to do tasks. This

issue is also related to what platforms can make to reduce the

amount/size of context information exchanged by the network and

provide more optimized communication. Chitchat fulfills this issue

by creating a compressed representation of context information to

enable a lightweight context sharing. It takes into account size and
4 https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Sindice . 
nergy efficiency. DJess makes the inference process faster allow-

ng better performance regarding both throughput and response

ime. Grapevine focuses on to be extended to real world scenarios

here bandwidth and energy limit connectivity. It also minimizes

he transmission overhead. Bluewave uses a lightweight commu-

ication protocol. Both CS-Sharing and Bluewave use short-range

ommunication protocols for context sharing, avoiding network de-

ay. BigClue adopts standards instead of customized solutions to

elp in providing scalability. 

Regarding availability (Av) , most of the analyzed platforms en-

ble context sharing process automatically (Aut), which is the most

uitable technique for a dynamic environment as IoT. FRASCS au-

omatically acquires and delivers the devices/applications context

o the participant entities. In CS-Sharing, when entities meet each

ther, the context sharing process happens automatically. This is

he same vision adopted by the opportunistically processing of

IoT and SCENTS. 

Communication technologies (C) implies on which network tech-

ology the sharing platform supports. Some platforms do not

resent this information because in some cases, the platform is

mbedded in an entity, thus not caring about the communication

ervices. However, most of the analyzed platforms have the capa-

ilities of sharing context information by local (Loc) and external

Ext) networks. All the analyzed platforms that detail the commu-

ication technologies make use of the network layer communica-

ion (NeC). It helps on the interoperability by providing a standard

ommunication channel. Bluewave, and ConCon have an architec-

ure associated to smartphones, thus they are capable of sharing

y 3G/4G, WiFi, and Bluetooth. 

The history (Hi) feature is essential to retrieve older context in-

ormation. It also can be used for probabilistic inference, as on

rapevine, HEAL, Chitchat, BigClue, and CoaaS. Bluewave has a

odule named Context Repository to store all set of context in-

ormation alongside with Context Brokers . Both modules combined

ct as a database for context information. They play the role of

 trusted entity in which the devices can share context informa-

ion independently and without having relation to external objects.

COS enables a query request for all context information of an en-

ity. HEAL has cloud-based storage for context information, events,

nd valuable data to predict future interactions. 

The context sharing process occurs regardless of a specific ar-

hitectural model (Ar) . Most of analyzed platforms may adapt (Adp)

tself according to the environment. In this case, they do not follow

 specific architecture and in most cases are embedded in other

ntities. Some platforms, like Bluewave and RCOS, store data in

 cloud-based server and process context information at the edge

f the network, thus being a centralized-edge (Cen). On the other

and, some platforms, as CoSM and HEAL, are developed only in

 cloud-based (Clo) approach, in which all the processing occurs

n the cloud. HEAL works with low processing power devices, so

he most resource demanding processing needs to be made in

he cloud. Finally, there are decentralized-edge (Dec) platforms,

s Magpie and CS-Sharing, that does not have a central point-of-

ontrol. By working with vehicle networks, CS-Sharing distributes

he processing by the decentralized nodes. 

.4. International efforts 

Interoperability in IoT environments is one of the focus of many

esearch efforts programs. These programs can be composed by

ifferent countries making a consortium or even a large enterprise

roup looking for standardization. Some examples are EU FP7, 5 
5 https://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index _ en.cfm . 

https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Sindice
https://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm
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Table 4 

International effort s regarding context sharing. 

Name Category Application area Main goal 

EU FP7 Organization Different technological areas To support the research in Europe. It has three main projects 

regarding semantic interoperability: IoT-A, COIN, and IDIRA 

IoT-A Project Internet of Things To provide data interoperability by the definition of a reference 

architecture 

COIN Project Industry To provide semantic interoperability by the definition of web 

interfaces 

IDIRA Project Crisis management To facilitate coordination of large-scale disaster situations by 

improved interoperability 

Horizon 2020 Organization Science and innovation To support the research in Europe. It has different project related 

to data interoperability 

FIESTA-IoT Project Internet of Things To provide data interoperability across different Internet of 

Things domains 

INTER-IoT Project Internet of Things To provide interoperability for Internet of Things environments 

by a multi-layered approach 

INTER-Health Project Smart Healthcare To share contextual information in a pub/sub manner on smart 

healthcare domain 

Wise-IoT Project Internet of Things To provide interoperability concerning context information 

SEMIoTICS Project Internet of Things To provide secure semantic interoperability 

BIG IoT Project Internet of Things To provide a unified Web API for IoT platforms. It also provides a 

way for monetizing shared data 

symbIoTe Project Internet of Things To provide an abstract layer for IoT platforms through a Web API. 

FIWARE Organization Internet of Things To provide a development platform for Internet of Things 

Orion Project Internet of Things To provide a context information broker 

ETSI Organization Information and communications To provide standards for Internet technologies and systems in 

communication, which include mobile networks, radio, fixed, 

broadcast 

ISG CIM Project Smart cities To share data/context between different spheres of a smart city 

OMA SpecWorks Organization Internet of Things To act as a “specifications factory” for Internet of Things 

LWM2M Project Sensor networks The management of low power devices for secure data transfer 

IPSO Project Smart objects To foster the use of Internet Protocol (IP) by smart objects 

OCF Organization Internet of Things To provide device interoperability 

OneM2M Organization Internet of Things and M2M To provide technical specifications for an interoperable M2M 

service layer 
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orizon 2020, 6 ETSI, 7 FIWARE. 8 These effort s may differ from the

nes presented in Table 3 in some aspects. The international ef-

orts usually have a lot of different solutions and outcomes, as they

ry to meet different IoT challenges. In this sense, it is difficult to

ompare with platforms developed specifically for context sharing.

ven so, as they also care about data/context/semantics interoper-

bility, it is interesting to look deeper into that solutions. Table 4

hows an overview of the analyzed international effort s. Next para-

raphs show their aspects that address context sharing in some

ay. 

The IoT-A (Internet of Thing Architecture) 9 of the EU FP7 pro-

ram tries to achieve data interoperability by providing a data for-

at developed for resource-constrained environments, being able

o minimize the traffic and the number of interactions by the

etwork. The COIN [65] and IDIRA, 10 both from EU FP7, also try

o achieve interoperability. COIN 

11 provides a semantic based in-

eroperability web solution. It uses the ontology-based approach

or the semantic processing. COIN also maintains a knowledge-

ased system that holds information of distinct entities (i.e., de-

ices, resources). IDIRA provides information sharing between var-

ous sources in crisis management scenarios. It uses ontologies to

odel context and discovery the destination of the shared context

nformation. Even that it works with different sensors, it was de-

eloped for a specific crisis management domain. 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/ . 
7 https://www.etsi.org/ . 
8 https://www.fiware.org/ . 
9 https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/95713 _ en.html . 

10 https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/98968 _ en.html . 
11 https://cordis.europa.eu/event/rcn/128988/en . 
One of the Horizon 2020 goals is making data interoperable al-

owing exchange and re-use between researchers, institutions, or-

anizations, countries, etc. FIESTA-IoT 12 is an example of a project

rom Horizon 2020 that primes for interoperability. FIESTA-IoT is

n infrastructure to provide data interoperability among already

eployed IoT systems, platforms, and testbeds. It uses a com-

on ontology to guarantee semantic conformity among different

roviders. It also provides a standard API for communication giv-

ng access to the information by the IoT systems connected to it.

NTER-IoT and INTER-Health are also projects that received fund-

ng from Horizon 2020. The INTER-IoT 13 project goal is to pro-

ide interoperability on heterogeneous IoT platforms. INTER-IoT en-

ompasses other projects to reach the interoperability in different

ayers: device level, networking level, middleware level, applica-

ion service level, data and semantics level, integrated IoT plat-

orm level, and at the business level. On the data and semantics

evel, INTER-IoT developed the Generic Ontology for IoT Platforms

GOIoTP 14 ) to support the semantic matching in IoT scenarios, fa-

ilitating the context sharing process. INTER-Health is a specific

roject under the INTER-IoT umbrella that presents an application

cenario with context sharing [66] . On INTER-Health, messages and

ntities are described semantically using domain ontologies, facili-

ating the interoperability. It also has a specific communication bus

or sharing context information to the subscribers. 
12 http://fiesta-iot.eu/ . 
13 https://inter-iot.eu/ . 
14 https://inter-iot.github.io/ontology/ . 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/
https://www.etsi.org/
https://www.fiware.org/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/95713_en.html
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/98968_en.html
https://cordis.europa.eu/event/rcn/128988/en
http://fiesta-iot.eu/
https://inter-iot.eu/
https://inter-iot.github.io/ontology/
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Wise-IoT, 15 SEMIoTICS, 16 BIG IoT, 17 and symbIoTe 18 are also

projects from the Horizon 2020. Wise-IoT proposes a Global IoT

Services (GIoTS) layer with semantic interoperability ensuring re-

liability, and end-to-end security. It has a Morphing Mediation

Gateway (MMG) component, which translates different protocols

and data representations, working with different ontologies. SEMI-

oTICS is an in developing project that aims to provide a pattern-

driven solution for semantic interoperability in IoT environments.

It claims to support cross-layer adaption for heterogeneous smart

objects. BIG IoT proposes the BIG IoT API, a Web API to be used

by the IoT platforms, thus providing interoperability. Also, it pro-

vides the BIG IoT Marketplace, making possible for the platforms

to share and monetize their data. The symbIoTe project, an abbre-

viation for symbiosis of smart objects across IoT environments , pro-

vides an abstract layer for a unified view of different IoT platforms.

It has a standardized API for the interconnection of heterogeneous

IoT solutions. 

FIWARE provides a modular open source framework to foster

the development of IoT solutions. The FIWARE framework acts as

a middleware in the IoT environments, making possible the inter-

connection of devices and applications through different options of

communication services. The Orion Context Broker 19 is one of the

FIWARE’s modules. It has the primary goal of managing context

information. Orion acts as a context broker, receiving context from

IoT environments and providing options to query or subscribe to a

specific context. It also provides mechanisms to query/subscribe to

a context by geolocation, type, and format. By acting as a pool of

context, Orion may work for context interoperability. 

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has es-

tablished a special interest group to develop context management

systems standards [67] . The group is called Industry Specification

Group on Context Information Management (ISG CIM) 20 and fo-

cuses on smart city applications. The ISG CIM specifics a standard

API to provide access for a context management system that fo-

cuses on smart cities environments containing heterogeneous data

sources. They claim that their approach works for providing real-

time access to the context information [68] . The ETSI specification

does not try to replace the ways to exchange data between soft-

ware platforms but offers standards to facilitate the cooperation

among different platforms. 

Looking deeper into the standardization for IoT, some efforts

are made having the goal of standardizing the interactions with

IoT devices. Some examples are projects and organizations such as

LWM2M, 21 IPSO, 22 OCF, 23 OneM2M. 24 They all make attempts to

come up with well-defined protocol stacks, data models and data

representations, often using REST as messaging paradigm. They

come up with models that describe how to model lights, buttons,

inputs, outputs in IoT environments. By doing so, the meaning of

data can be easily understood, or additional context can be re-

trieved from the device itself. This helps in achieve a better level

of interoperability and facilitates further processing. 

Lightweight M2M (LWM2M) is protocol created for remote

managing lightweight and low power devices on a variety of net-

works [69] . It has an architectural design based on REST, and builds
15 http://wise-iot.eu/en/home/ . 
16 https://www.semiotics-project.eu/ . 
17 http://big-iot.eu/ . 
18 https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/ . 
19 https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/master/ . 
20 https://portal.etsi.org/tb.aspx?tbid=854&SubTB=854 . 
21 https://www.omaspecworks.org/what- is- oma- specworks/iot/ 

lightweight- m2m- lwm2m/ . 
22 https://www.omaspecworks.org/ipso-alliance/ . 
23 https://openconnectivity.org/ . 
24 http://www.onem2m.org/ . 
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n the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) data transfer stan-

ard. The Internet Protocol for Smart Objects (IPSO) Alliance fo-

uses on popularizing and incentive the use of Internet Protocol

IP) by smart entities (i.e., devices, systems). It also works to the

efinition of a framework considering privacy-preserving issues. It

akes part of the OMA (Open Mobile Alliance) SpecWorks 25 or-

anization that has effort s on interoperability f or IoT. OMA Spec-

orks also coordinate the LWM2M protocol. 

The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) is a group whose so-

utions are to minimize communication effort between IoT devices.

t provides a standard communication platform and data models

hat allow the communication among devices regardless of their

haracteristics, such as transport layer technology, application en-

ironment, operating system. The oneM2M is a well know global

tandards initiative for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communica-

ions that also considers IoT environments. It provides technical

pecifications for requirements, architectures, APIs, security solu-

ions and interoperability in IoT technologies. The oneM2M has the

rimary objective of providing technical specifications to achieve

he demand for an interoperable M2M service layer to be used by

ifferent systems and devices. 

The presented standardization efforts for IoT may help in reach-

ng the context sharing feature. However, even with the grow-

ng amount of different IoT devices generating heterogeneous data,

here is no standard for context information description [4,14,15] .

oreover, it is hard to impose a context format, one time that

t may have different characteristics and providers. Thus, it re-

ains a necessity for the implementation of a context sharing

latform. 

. Challenges and future directions 

In IoT, there is always a need for interoperability in different

spects. It is common in IoT environments to have various enti-

ies such as software systems and physical components from differ-

nt producers. A platform to provide the horizontal integration of

hose heterogeneous entities is essential for the proper function of

oT environments. The context information plays a significant role

n IoT. It is desired a platform able to provide context information

nteroperability in such environments [4,14] . Despite some of the

nalyzed works try to overcome the context interoperability issues

roviding the context sharing feature, there is no a platform that

eets all the context sharing building blocks. Most of the analyzed

orks focus on a specific application domain/scenario. Thus, they

ail in addressing some essential features to provide the complete

ontext interoperability for IoT. 

The development and strengthening of the context sharing field

n IoT will only occur with the continuation of the ongoing re-

earch effort s. Thus, the next items present the major challenges

o be addressed in the context sharing for the consolidation of

he area. We also give future directions allowing readers to know

hich are the next steps in developing context sharing platforms

or Internet of Things environments. 

1) Interoperability: It remains a challenge to overcome in the

ontext sharing field. In a significant amount of works, context

haring occurs locally or within a small group of similar entities.

hey try to care only about local sharing, not concerning the vast

eterogeneity present in IoT environments. In most cases, they fail

o provide an inter-domain context interoperability. Even that on-

ology works for the standardization by mitigating the interoper-

bility challenge, and other technologies need to be employed in

rder to tackle such complex issue. Web services can be used to

ide context systems patterns in order to standardize the commu-
25 https://www.omaspecworks.org/ . 

http://wise-iot.eu/en/home/
https://www.semiotics-project.eu/
http://big-iot.eu/
https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/
https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/master/
https://portal.etsi.org/tb.aspx?tbid=854%26SubTB=854
https://www.omaspecworks.org/what-is-oma-specworks/iot/lightweight-m2m-lwm2m/
https://www.omaspecworks.org/ipso-alliance/
https://openconnectivity.org/
http://www.onem2m.org/
https://www.omaspecworks.org/
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ication channel used for context information transport. As REST-

ul technology is commonly used by IoT middleware [70] , it can

lso be used by context sharing platforms as well. Also, Word-

et [64] can be more explored to mitigate interoperability issues.

ordNet is a lexical database and an open source tool that works

ith the English language. It can correlate words and expressions

emantically. By using WordNet, the context sharing platforms can

elate two different entities and their events (i.e., context) [71] . An-

ther concept that can be used to enhance interoperability in such

cenarios is the Virtual Object. It appears in the IoT as the digi-

al/virtual representation of the service(s) of a cyber-physical ob-

ect. The Virtual Object can provide interoperability among hetero-

eneous objects by using semantic descriptions and context shar-

ng techniques [72] . Moreover, Virtual Objects are gaining momen-

um in the IoT scenarios as secure lightweight virtualization solu-

ions are being proposed [73,74] . 

2) Communication Technologies: The use of Low-Power Wide-

rea (LPWA) networks must be considered in IoT environments

nd for context sharing as well. LPWA represents a set of tech-

ologies able to provide network communication for a consider-

ble distance with low energy consumption [75] . LPWA networks

upport (i) low power devices such as the ones that can last for

everal years on battery, (ii) devices with low data throughput re-

uirements, and (iii) long range operation [76] . The use of LPWA

etworks by the context sharing platforms, such as SigFox, LoRa,

nd NB-IoT, has potential to enable new forms of communication,

aking possible the sharing of context information in most IoT

cenarios. 

3) Fog and Edge Computing: Manashty et al. discuss how

loud-based context sharing platforms lack in fulfill context shar-

ng requirements [77] . In this sense, we believe the adoption of

og and Edge computing paradigms towards the architectural per-

pective can help to cover these requirements. Fog Computing

aradigm brings the cloud applications physically closer to the IoT

evices. It works in a distributed way. Fog Computing leverages

loud and edge resources along with its own infrastructure [78] .

here is an urgency to minimize network communication in IoT by

ptimizing the systems that exchange data, and also context. The

og and Edge computing paradigms can tackle this issue as well

y improving the scalability of the systems. The Edge Computing

aradigm reduces the amount of data (i.e., context) exchanged by

he entities. It is related to perform some processing tasks of the

ystems at the final node of the communication layer (i.e., edge

evice), directly embedded into the devices themselves minimiz-

ng the communication with cloud instances [79] . Context shar-

ng platforms can take advantage of both Fog and Edge computing

aradigms to decrease latency and network overhead. Moreover,

he decentralization provided by these paradigms helps in solving

he heterogeneity problems of IoT environments in terms of sys-

ems and devices. 

4) Hybrid Reasoning: The implementation of both Fog and

dge Computing paradigms facilitate a hybrid reasoning feature.

he use of different reasoning techniques, accordingly to the envi-

onment, is a challenge for context sharing platforms. IoT environ-

ents tend to be heterogeneous by varying its characteristics (e.g.,

rocessing power, entities manufacturer). They can take benefit of

 hybrid reasoning approach by adapting easier for each situation

4,80] . Following the hybrid Fog and Edge approach, a lightweight

easoning mechanism (e.g., rule-based system) can be embedded

irectly into IoT devices (edge) with resource-constrained charac-

eristics. On the other hand, fog devices have more resource capa-

ilities (e.g., processing power, unlimited energy) and can imple-

ent more complex reasoning (e.g., machine learning, ontologies). 

5) Security and Privacy: Considered a leading challenge to-

ards the definition of a context sharing platform. First, there is

 need to protect contextualized information exchanged between
ntities. In this case, the use of lightweight communication pro-

ocols is seen as a viable choice [74] . Also, the context may in-

lude private information, such as medical and location data. In

his sense, there are some effort s in defining a security architecture

or IoT systems [32] . Moreover, there is still a lot to be explored

o provide security at the hardware level, especially regarding the

ontext-generating devices [81] . They are the primary targets for

ttacks and must be protected from the low level of hardware to

he high level of software to ensure the integrity of the generated

ontext. 

6) Context-Aware Security: Besides the provision of privacy to

he platform, context information may also be used for context-

ware security decisions [82,83] . Shared context information is of-

en used to improve the knowledge of the receiver, but context in-

ormation should be used as well in smart environments for au-

hentication, authorization, access control, and privacy-preserving

ervices provision [84] . As analogy, let’s consider the scenario of a

oor. A simple door will open with a key. A door using context-

ware security functionalities will adapt itself depending on the

nvironment (i.e., context). For example, a door may require dif-

erent access control policies depending on the geographical place.

hile in a specific country, the door will need a physical key for

he access, in another country it may require a secret password.

ringing this scenario to the IoT, we can replace the analogy of a

oor for a computing device, or a system. Furthermore, the context

nformation can improve the communication channel security, by

trengthening the network security, sending reports to a manager,

r making data anonymous when some event is detected (e.g., an

ntruder on the network). Context-aware security ensures decision

o be made according to the actual environmental context. Some

ffort s provide context-aware security services to IoT application

cenarios [85–87] . However, those solutions do not care in pro-

iding the context-aware security feature considering the use of

ontext information from heterogeneous application domains. The

nion of context sharing with context-aware security can leverage

ew frontiers in the development of security solutions to IoT envi-

onments. 

7) Context Economy: An emerging trend is the development

f marketplaces for IoT data. These marketplaces are community-

riven software systems that allow device owners to sell their sen-

or or the actuator data for a monetary benefit [88] . There are

ome recent researches that present different kinds of IoT mar-

etplaces [89–92] . However, most of these works only deal with

aw IoT data. Even when the IoT marketplace uses a kind of con-

ext [91] , it only uses the information of one domain and does not

se it to provide new decisions. No IoT marketplace allows sell-

rs and buyers to deal with high-level information (i.e., context)

rom different domains. To be able to perform such function, the

oT marketplace needs to add a layer of semantic interoperabil-

ty, to deal with the shared context information. More than com-

ercializing the high-level information, such Context Marketplace

an avoid buyers’ entities to perform a reasoning process, that is

onsidered a performance demanding task. Moreover, such Context

arketplace has the potential to leverage the development of the

rea. 

Fig. 8 presents an architecture with the typical features de-

loyed in existing context sharing works (i.e., Building Blocks) to-

ether with the challenging functionalities that a complete context

haring platform for IoT should have. In our vision, one of the main

hings that help in achieve an ideal context sharing platform is the

dge and Fog computing approach. It helps with the scalability by

roviding decentralization, and it is possible to deal with the hy-

rid reasoning challenge. This two-layered approach gives the pos-

ibility of implement the same module in different scopes. For ex-

mple, in our vision, it is essential to provide Interoperability fea-

ures to the platform both in Fog and Edge layers. However, the
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Fig. 8. A context sharing platform that compresses all the building blocks and challenges. 
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heavier techniques should be deployed at a Fog layer, which con-

sists of more powerful devices (i.e., processing power, storage) than

the Edge layer. In this context, the Edge layer being responsible for

deploying lightweight techniques. The same logic can be used for

the deployment of Hybrid Reasoning techniques. 

The context information can play a significant role in provid-

ing security services as it has data that characterize the behav-

ior of IoT entities (e.g., users, devices, systems) [93] . Following

the proposed ideal architecture, the Context-Aware Security fea-

ture must be provided at the Edge layer. This makes possible the

smart objects (Edge devices/Data producers) to provide security

decisions/services based on the context, making it securely adap-

tive to the context of the deployed environment. The adoption of

a lightweight rule engine by this module fits with the character-

istics of Edge layer devices. Traditional Privacy also must be pro-

vided in both in Fog and Edge layers as well. Context information

is sensitive information many times containing private data, so it

is essential to make it private. Many solutions may opt to develop

end-to-end privacy solutions. 

The Fog module of Communication Technologies should im-

plement LPWA technologies for long-range communications. We

believe in that approach because some Fog-to-Fog communication

may occur in a considerable distance between nodes, as most au-

thors define Fog as a central point of communication for differ-

ent Edge devices [21–24] . In this context, in most scenarios, the

communication Edge-to-Fog may happen in shorter distances. The

Fog layer may communicate directly with its Edge devices and also

with different Fogs from other domains, acting as a pool for differ-

ent connections. In light of these broader communication opportu-

nities, the Context Economy should be deployed at the Fog layer
o facilitate the process of monetizing and commercialize context

nformation. 

Regarding the implementation and deployment of the Building

locks, the Edge layer should encompass Context Production, as it

eeds a direct connection with the IoT devices that act as con-

ext sources (i.e., data producers). As well as produce context in-

ormation, the Edge layer should be responsible for the Modeling

rocess, turning the context more understandable. This processing

an be done by different techniques, depending on the deployment

ite. The Context Processing may happen both at the Edge and Fog

ayers. It is essential to aggregate different contexts produced at

he Edge, thus generating an enriched context. Also, some filtering

ethods for the produced context information should be available.

n the Fog layer side, the Context Processing technique of search-

ng for a context should be implemented, as it has connections

ith different Edges and Fogs. The Communication Technologies

hould be present both in Edge and Fog layers for data transfer. 

The Fog layer has the responsibility to implement some Build-

ng Blocks exclusively. The Infrastructure configuration and man-

gement should be performed at this layer because of its power

f control and communication reachability to different Edge in-

tances. Scalability and Real-time Sharing techniques should be

sed by the Fog layer to minimize the processing and the com-

unication overhead in the whole sharing platforms and between

he Edge layers. It could act as a processing distribution manager.

he History feature takes place at the Fog layer by its larger stor-

ge capacity when compared with the Edge layer. Finally, as the

og layer can send context to Fog instances of different domains, it

s natural that the Data dissemination process takes place in such

ayer. 
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. Conclusion 

Context sharing platforms play a key role in providing context

nformation interoperability in IoT environments. Even that there

re various sharing platforms deployed with different characteris-

ics, there are challenges to be overcome. In this survey, we pre-

ented essential building blocks towards the development of a con-

ext sharing platform. We also introduced various existing context

nformation sharing platforms and discussed their features in de-

ail. Finally, we reviewed the challenges and open issues for such

latforms, the potential enhancements for them alongside with an

deal context sharing architecture that encompasses all the build-

ng blocks and the discussed challenges. In conclusion, we believe

his paper can contribute to the research community by compar-

ng context sharing platforms and helping readers to develop new

olutions which address context sharing in IoT. 
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